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GAMES INSIDE 
Gran Turismo 2 Tomb Raider TLR 
Soul Reaver DC Turok: Rage Wars 
Zombie Revenge Fear Effect 
Tony Hawk N64 Sega GT 
WWF Smackdown Ace Combat 3 
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You barrel out of the fourth turn doing240 or 



exact specifications. You can customize them to blistering levels of performance. Sound excessive? Not 

considering what you’re up against. Twenty of the world’s most unforgiving tracks. Along with an equally 

merciless Rally Racing Mode. Winning won’t be easy. But then, accepting defeat could be far more difficult. 













Could the next tomb 

enters be her own? 

Tomb Raider:The Last Revelation, 

her latest adventure. With 

seamlessly integrated gameplay and 

FMV 

and 3-D texture mapping, diabolical 

puzzles and a totally 

inventory control system this 

totally new Tomb Raider. 
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THt B€ST 
SKATEBOARDING 

rve even 
PLnveD." 

"If VOU HflT€ SKATCBOARDING, HRTC MUSIC AND 

HflT€ V(D€0 GRM€S, r 
TH€ ODDS RR€ PR€TTV GOOD 

VOU UlfLl STILL LOV€ 
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JaromirJagn Humbling goalies since 1890. 



NEW Player Graphics Textbook Hockey Al 



America's Most wIantbp 

WANTED 

tonTctrouble 
•Troublemaker (alias: Super Ed) 

• Laslseea saving war'd Wi,h his how tie and a slick 

• Outs^eS mbeS‘makeS“me“0ieverythin9 
carrots, the Evil Grogh 

Cun solve loads of mind- 
liending puzzles and traps 

n s a mess of fun 

WANT 

ROCKETtROBOT 
ON WHEELS 

• Extremely advanced robot 
• Last seen saving a massive amusement park 
• Builds & rides a super last rollercoaster 
• Fully Equipped with blast visor, 

tractor beam, rocket boosters 

& throws just about everything! 

"...one of the most 

to come out^in a long? 



ng 3D world 

Hies with hair, trees Inends 

. Fast, mogical strong dislike ol pirates 





got milk? 
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NYKO's Hew 
Game Boy Color Line 

For Serious 
Game Boy Color May 

'nVko, 

Available at: 

KrBtoys SW§W mmmmumm MEIjER 
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"The Critics have Spoken on the 

Action / Adventure Game of the Year! 

'A technical achievement..,Soul Reaver 

- > t* H delivers an epic piece of 

je. - vampiric literature...93%" 
^ - IGN.com 

"Soul Reaver is a deep game 
possessed with a myriad of 

impressive little touches...9/10” 
— VideoGames.com 

"3D exploration and adventure 

at its finest...Game of the Month." 

- Expert Gamer Magazine 

"Soul Reaver's environment's are jaw dropping." 
- Gaming-Age.com 

”98%” 

- PS Extreme Magazine 

As Razlel, stalk Nosgoth feeding 
on the souls of your enemies 

Engage your creator, Kain, M 
in an epic struggle for dominance 

ffl 1 m SB Sega®Dreamcast. 
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aching legendary status on the PL/ the Might ai 
liverse is ready to cast its spell on the PlayStatio 

Play It m 
a Vengeance* 

'repare (or the ultimate battle of good and evil. As Drake/ a lone mer- 
:enary toughened hy years of hardship/ you re swept up into the midst 
f a Crusade in the incredible 3D fantasy-action lands of Ardon. Your 
only mission is to rid the land of the same vile evil that annihilated 

your family. Then/ and only then/ will you have your revenge! 





By Chris lohnston chrisJohnslon@zil.com 

Press Start The Honest Gaming New on the Planet 

“Dropping the A-Bomb On Him 

Will Only Make Him Stronger” 
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Keuin Collins • Flight Plan 2891 

IS. OCVlHflt 
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.muabnunoo u abiarri 
Not everyone can solve the mysteries of Grandia. 

It's a strange land where magic and technology coexist among the forces of corruption. 

A place where the dominating culture lives in peace and harmony while a 

sinister force works just below the surface to discover the dark secrets ofan ancient civilization. 

In this world, an epic struggle shall be determined by a brave, smart and resourceful 

hero who must master dozens of spells. A hero who is outnumbered by several hundred to one. 

Thisistheworld of Grandia-a mysterious, odd, strangeyetbeautiful planet 

that hangs in the balance between good and evil. 
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EXECUTIVE 
SINGLE 
PARENT. 

EVIL 
GENIUS. 

BRING IT HOME TODAY 
ON VIDEOCASSETTE AND gVg! 
America Online Keyword: Get Austin 
www.austinpowers.com 





For icy cool breath that lasts. Wmterfresh 





IVERSON LEARNS FROM YOUR MISTAKES. 

APPARENTLY, THAT’S A FULL TIME JOB. 

V Sega#Dreamcast. x),07// sega sports™ 
IT S THINKING _/ \_N BA 2K 

safeig^'W- VJJ$ 
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“What you are thinking 
is the answer.’’ 

•r-cryptic Hideo Kojima on the possibility of Metal Gear Solid 2 
on PS2. As told to the U.K. Official PlayStation Magazine. 



The Creators of Command 8. Conquer™ are Turning Up The Heat. 
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The Top 20 Best-Selling 

5- Pokemon Snap 
_ i. 

6 cmLive 4 11 
J Final Fantasy VIII 

1 
0 Tony Hawk's Pra Skater 

NEW 
0 Madden NFL 2000 

2 
-|Q NASCAR 2000 ^ 

NEW 

11 ?!S5is 4 NEW 

12 “™ 4 8 
IQ Final Fantasy Anthology 
IQ squareEA 4 NEW 

14 S!actm 4 NEW 

15NFL2K IU Sega ^ 5 

16&kfc" 4 15 

17 K8fioBro5-DEluxe i 20 
■|g Army Men: Barge's Heroes m NEW 
■|0 Star Wars Epi: The Phantom Menace 4 18 

20S“ayZODO 4, 
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Aloha...Hawaii is under siege from terrorist fanatics. 
As Eagle One, command the searing action and fly 5 
different attack planes, including the Harrier Jumpjet, into the 
latest hot spot. Tum'n bum, baby...it doesn't get much Harrier than this. 

• Pilot your fully loaded Harrier Jumpjet through 25 adrenaline¬ 
pumping missions. 

• Attack enemy planes, ships and ground forces in frenzied anti-terrorist action. 
• 1 st & 3rd person views capture the non-stop heat. 
• Choose Action or Sim Modes to experience the battles in 2 different ways, 

in the middle of head-to-head doafiahts; 





Since time began, the Light Burden has contained the power of creation. 
The power of good. And evil. Now, fierce war rages for control of this 
power. Step into the fight of gour life. Battle in the ultimate primeval 
multi-player hloodmatch. And prove yourself worthy to wield the Light 
Burden! Four can play. Only one can win. Will you survive the Rage Wars? 
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I B® Dreamcast 
B4l Nintendo 64 
■ fi. PlayStation 
B | Game Boy Color 
■ « Arcade 

Previews This Month in Previews 

I 11 —— 
96 Battlezone: Rise of the Black Dogs 

100 Supercross 2000 

103 Brunswick Circuit Pro Bowling 
NHL Blades of Steel 2000 

■ 111 J-rB 

1. Gran Turismo 2 

2. Sega GT 

3. Legacy of Kain: Soul Reaver 
4. Tomba! 2: The Evil Swine Return 

5. Fear Effect 

PlayStation, December 1999 

Dreamcast, 02 2000 (Japan) 

Dreamcast, March 2000 
PlayStation, January 2000 

PlayStation, 012000 

Which of the following companies will be 
the most successful this holiday season? 





The Future of Blowing $#!% Up 

Look for the Vigilante 8: 2nd Offense 
High Octane Comic Book from MS, 

i n 



IRITY *» HSI 
Now upgrade any Vigilante 8: 2nd Offense vehicle 

with extra speed, armor, target avoidance and more! 
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PREVIEW 

Tee on Golf 



warrior pri 





An evil curse has fallen on the kingdom 
of Gomar, turning it's inhabitants into 
vicious creatures. A fearless warrior, female 
spy and powerful wizard have escaped the 
fate of their fellow villagers. They must now 
search for and capture souls in order to 

GAIftE FEATURES: 













EXPRESS YOUR 
INNERBEATS 







pretty much whenever PS2 is 
set for release.” 

about a release date for Sega GT in the U.S. 

SNK vs. Capcom 

Black Matrix A/D 
Black Matrix A/D, from NEC/Interchannel, is a direct port of a 

Saturn game with the same name. It’s a strategy/RPG that tells the 
tale of a world powered by virtues and stark contrasts between good 
and evil. You spend the first year of your existence training with a 
teacher; everything you choose to learn there will affect how your 
character specializes. Black Matrix A/D is out now in Japan. 







by buy MIBHS HECtSSRBYl 

"The spiritual suci 

'If Demolition Racer™ were any more 

difficult to put down, it would lie a 

Controlled SUiJStance" ^ Mrenaline Vault 

"Demolition Racer™ is more 

say of the Destruction Der 
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&EGIN 
"Evolution is a shining example of 

Dreamcast's power." 

'"The Dreamcast handles 

3D world with ease, 

that...puts Final Fantasy 

amazing aesthetics to 
-EQM 

THE POWER OF THE SEGA DREAMCAST™. 

EVOLUTION, THE FIRST RPG FOR THE SEGA 

DREAMCAST™, TAKES THE RPG GENRE INTO THE 

NEXT, NEXT GENERATION. 
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There are two kinds 

of gamers in this world. 

The ones who 

still play on consoles. 
And the ones who’ve 

actually seen breasts. 
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GALLERY 

I— 11 m i i',,['i"i iii'n'i 
of the Apes (the book by Edgar Rice Burroughs, 
that is), check out the Online Literature Library 
for the full text: www.literature.org/authors/ 
burroughs-edgar-rice/tarzan-of-the-apes/ 

* 

Supercross 
2000 

Why must every company 
release a motocross game at once? 
Is there something we don’t know? 
EA’s Supercross 2000 takes a 
slightly different approach by 
playing up the freestyle option. Hit 
the ramp, fiddle with the joystick 
and watch your rider perform some 
nifty maneuvers. Like snow¬ 
boarding, you’re judged on style 
and difficulty. Regular racing packs 
over 10 tracks and lots of real 
riders-Larry Ward, Jeff Emig, 
Damon Huffman and several 
others. Control is a bit tricky— 
instead of the standard hard-lean 

clutch and brake to make the 
corners. Even then it’s not as fluid 
as we’d like. Unfortunately the 
bikes are not licensed but they do 
come in 125 and 250 classes. 
Supercross 2000 is avs “ 

Tarzan 
Like the PS version based on the Disney film, this N64 Tarzan puts you 

in control of everyone’s favorite apeman. Gameplay is fairly simple, 
geared more toward a younger gamer, as are the cartoony graphics. 
Most levels are side-scroller in nature, but some spice up gameplay with 
things like an elephant stampede, bird flight and vine surfing. Look for 
this one in January from Activision and Eurocom/Disney Interactive. 



She's the DragonLady, tie's after yoUT 

i 
’The secret is yours, young Johnny Ace. 

Fight: Hide: Resist: Run: She won't stop 

until she gets the one thing you possess. 

o the hottest place fot pop 

culture entertainment, gossip, auctions 

and shopping. All the cool stuff: The 

games, videos, DVDs, toys, anime 

and music those on the outside wait 

months to get. 

’The Dragon Lady wants it for her own 

evil ways. You must be strong, Johnny 

and never divulge the password, 

©acbianzine 
read the latest toy, game i 

the stuff no one else gets! 
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NHL Blades of Steel 2000 
Konami’s Blades of Steel has been around for a long time. The 

recent installments haven’t exactly lit the gaming world on fire, 
and..uh, welL.we’re still waiting. Anyway, this latest N64 incarnation 
looks unique. The players appear almost cartoon-like with their lanky 
arms and legs. Perhaps Konami is trying something new. At 40 percent 
completion, details are scare on NHL BoS 2000. Look for it in March. 

intsrnktACCESS 
Set 90 days PRESS internet 
eerviee just for dropping "by. 

®3ACSPLAYSffMixsR 
Don't Just play free rausio; MIX! 
Set the world’s only MP3 player and 

mixer... just like the DJs use. 

FRES (JAMES 
We ’ 11 send you a CD loaded 

shop @ fv)neaglyphiH 

actianzine © Qeceochange 

QaFFiliates 



SPREADlu? 
ARE WAITING FOR YOU AT COMEDY CENTRALS SOUTH PARK: CHEF'S LUV SHACK. SPREADING THE HOT 

BUTTERED GAME LOVIN WITH DOZENS OF CRAZY MINI-GAMES! TESTING YOUR SOUTH PARK 
KNOWLEDGE WITH OUTRAGEOUS TRIVIA QUESTIONS! AND TELLING IT LIKE fT IS WITH INSANE SOUND-BITES! 

COMEDY CENTRALS SOUTH PARK: CHEF S LUV SHACK- 

IT'S ONE BIG MULTI-PLAYER LUV-IN! IT 5 UNt Biu hiuuitlh, —  0 « 

* SOOTH PAR^ 
* • 

.j WARNING 1 JB§| jfflfp S rfsOUTH 1 
ft * Q 

v\ ■jarkI 
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You battle monsters. You outrun enemies. 

You’re attacked by a killer whale. 

A painless buying experience is the least we can do* 
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& ■ price: $9,000-20,000 each. You gotta be pretty hard 
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GALLERY 

Fear Effect 
We wanted to show you folks a few new screens of Eidos’ Fear Effect 

(formerly Fear Factor). Why? We think the game’s pretty f’in cool. This 
RE-style adventure has three playable characters (all tough-as-nails 
mercenaries), a gritty story line, Blade Runner-style environments and 
beautiful CG sequences that blend right into the gameplay (like FFVII 
and Vlll)...all on four CDs. Fear Effect will be out early in 2000. 

Last month, you saw the first 
renders of young 16-year-old Lara 
Croft. Here are some screenshots of 
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electronics 
boutique® 
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playStation 
DUAL shock 

SPYRO RIPTO'S RAGE 
PLAYSTATION 

S.C.E.A._ 

PLAYSTATION UNDERGROUND 
SUBSCRIPTION KIT 

PLAYSTATION 
S.C.E.A. 

Call 1-800-800-0032 
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cthrMTO ANTHOLOGY- 

1-800-800-0032 to place your order < 
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iHARKWlRE 

Call 1-800-800-5166 for the store nearest you! 9 
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Can 1-800-800-0032 to place your order now! 
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INTERPLANETARY DEBT COLLECTION 

RECLAIM THE FUTURE FOR MANKIND 

Sega Dreamcast. 
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www.skateanddestroy.com 

Over 100 tricks to pull. 

Legendary skate spots including China Banks, the 
Venice Beach Pavilion, Brooklyn Banks and more. 

5 competitive multiplayer and tournament modes. 

The best video game soundtrack ever compiled 
featuring. 

SKAT’S 

T 
W PRESENTS ^ @ 





Sega’s comole is here. It’s a hit. 

But uihat does the future hold? 
Ulith the competition’s supersystems 

only a year or so away, gamers can’t 

decide whether to shop now or shop l< 

EGIT1 helps make the big decision. 
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word on the street 
UIHAT YOU'RE SHVIIV ABOUT SEGA AnD ITS COmPETITIOn... 

Dame: GILES SHELTOII 
Age: 22 
Occupation: DELIUERV DRIUER 
Q: Did you buy a Dreamcast? 
A: Yes. I decided to get It after reading about it and 

seeing all the titles that mere coming out for it. 
And for the $200 price. 

Q: Did the consoles coming from nintendo. Sony and 
that rumored lllicrosoft contraption affect your 

Q: Which system are you most looking forward to? 
A: The PlayStation2, because it’s the only thing 

being talked about. 

Q: Did gou buy a Dreamcast? 
I ft: Yes. I did. I’m just a fan of Sega and I mas 

impressed with its abilities. 
I Q: Did the consoles coming from the competition 

affect your decision? 
A: not at all. 
Q: Which system are you most looking forward to? 

name: GERARDO SALGADO 
Age: 25 
Occupation: SALES 
Q: Did you buy a Dreamcast? 
A: Ao. I’m waiting for the PlayStation2, and I’m 

waiting for more Dreamcast games to hit the 

Q: Aaue the competition’s upcoming consoles 
affected your decision to not get a Dreamcast? 

A: no. I still plan on buying a Dreamcast. 
Q: Which system are you most looking forward to? 
A: The PlayStation2. 

Age: 16 
Occupation: STUDEnT 
Q: Did you buy a Dreamcast? 
A: no, not yet. I’m debating on whether to get it or 

wait for the Play$tation2. 
Q: So the competition’s consoles have affected your 

A: Oh yeah,they haue. 
Q: Which system are you most looking forward to? 
A: The PlayStation2. 

name: EZRA CAUftnAUGA 
Age: 17 
Occupation: SALES 
Q: Did you buy a Dreamcast? 
A: no. not enough games. I'm waiting for more to 

be released. 
Q: Did the competition's upcoming consoles affect 

your decision to not get a Dreamcast? 

Q: Which system are you most looking forward to? 
A: The PlagStation2 and possibly the Dolphin. 



Stop scrounging for quarters, the classics are here. 





. each offering a different 

Blast aliens with 4 different 
weapons simultaneously. 

mm r. Hawkins - Solve puzzles to create 
deadly weaponry. 

urt - Sneak, snipe and shoot in a new suit 
equipped with a cloaking device. 

Unique weapons like the Black Hole Bomb, the 
Atomic Toaster, and Bouncing Sniper Shots that hit 
enemies around corners. 

MDK2 pushes the Sega Dreamcast™ to its limits 

and beyond with massive animated environments, 
wrapping shadows, and characters so detailed 
you can see them blink. 



Sony PlayStation2 
Release date: march 4, in Japan; Fall in U.S. 
Price: $370 in Japan; U.S. price unknown 

million 
i within a week of the system's 

march 4 release. find Sony expects the PlayStation2 
will do more than just reuolutionize gaming—it’ll 
change the way we interact with our TUs, shop for 
games, buy monies and listen to music, lit this point, 
Sony has the hardware and clout to meet all its 
expectations. But do you want the same thing 
Sony wants? 



Fkaystationa 





i i Hi III ii: Hi Hi Hi i Hi Hi iii . ::: ::: ::: ::: 

Do you crave Internet connectivity outa the box? 

don’t expect outa-the-box connectivity. Miyamoto, quotable 

Do you care about franchise characters? 
Simply put, Nintendo’s franchise roster is packed w 
but all-stars. Forget about Mario-whose name is s 

fire you a cheapskate? 
One thing’s for sure: the Dolpl 
of the new systems-between 
“We will sell our dedicated ga 



X-BOX 
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And only you can reunite them, By taking on 
rival gangs as well as the toys in blue, to bust 

your buddy out of the bighouse. Terrorize the 
highways with a friend in Sidecar Mode, 

flr switch sides and ride with the tew if the 
new Five-0 Mode. All while rockin’ out 4 the 
hottest soundtrack of up and coming Iras.. . 

Just remember, if the riders don’t punish you, 
the pavement will. 



Know you’re gonna ocore. 



It's a done deal. That hot new release you're drooling over will soon be yours. 

You just found www.ebworld.com, the planet's most reliable source for games. 

guides and accessories at great prices- plus up-to-the-minute release dates, 

online news and reviews from fellow gamers. (What more would you expect 

from the people who brought you Electronics Boutique?) Whatever you need, 

know you're gonna score it here. We'd never tease you, man. 

WE RE INSIDE YOUR WORL 
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displaying such scenes as a tennis court complete with lines, net 
and spectators were created. These charts were then 
photographed with a color video camera. The video signal was 
sent to the game hardware, which merged the backdrops with 
the electronic ball and paddles. On screen this gave the 

Baer decided that the cable industry would be the perfect 
vehicle to deliver these colorful backgrounds into homes that 

industry was in deep trouble and he had his own problems. 
With or without cable TV, Baer still had the problem of figuring 

out who would take a liking to the concept of playing home TV 
games. His device needed a manufacturer. Sanders was simply 
not in the position to assemble and distribute consumer 
products. The logical company to build a TV-oriented product 
was naturally one that also produced television sets. 
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Huge Selection! 

Great Prices! 
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www.GameFever.com ms 





LBetweeiTa: S i n ist e r^XorId of Shadow 
rAnd.a-Dangerous^Dimension of-Fantasy- 
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I s 11 

The Most talked-about 

Most satisfying 

Most magical _ 

Most romantic 

Most engrossing 

Most interesting 

A/lost recommended 

RPG of 1999 

Will gain one final title on 
January 1, 2000: 

Most hard to find 

at day, sales to retail of LUNAR: Silver Star Story for the PlayStation® game; hansole will cease. Forever. The end. Omega-time. Sales have far exceeded 
xpectations, and being the mentally-challenged non-MBA gamini-types wa are, we thought it would be kind of cool to say "Enough! All the cool people 
(now what's up have already bought the game anyway. Had tfe experience. Are probably listening to the free soundtrack and fondling the other free 
right now, laughing at the ignoramuses (or is that ignorami? V§r never ejggftba-...) who still call anime That freaky Speed Racer stuff.' Why not 
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An Epic Adventure 
A Jimeless Romance 

An ilnstant Classic' 
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RE Code: 
Veronica 

a million U.S. Dreamcast owners. (No, really. 
You guys are loud.) 

We feel your pain. With a scenario written 
by Flagship, Code Veronica seems more like 

later, with Claire Redfield hot on the trail of 
her missing big bro, Chris. Capcom claims the 
game is nearly twice the size of RE3. Packed 
on two GD-ROMS, Code Veronica also resur¬ 
rects RE2’s “zapping system.” You’ll beat the 

except now you’ll notice more interaction 
between your games. “The first person is the 
younger sister and the next person is the 
brother,” Flagship head Yoshiki Okamoto told 
us. “Depending on what the first person 
does, it alters the plot. If you break open a 
building, the other person will see it broken. 
It’s more like real zapping.” 

Heck, we’re just happy to have a genuine 
sequel. We bet you are, too. 

Gone are the days where handheld sys¬ 
tems were nothing more than portable gam¬ 
ing devices. As technology improves in 
other areas of computing, many of the 
ideas are making miraculous transitions to 
both the Game Boy and other devices such 
as Sega’s VMU. 

Next year it’s all set to go completely 
crazy as we see things blossom in ways that 
we never expected. On one hand we’re see¬ 
ing the Game Boy adapt to functions like 
those found in cheap PDAs—games like 
Infogrames’ Mission: Impossible turn the 
10-year-old handheld into an address book 
and even a TV remote. Elsewhere we see 
the Game Boy adapt itself to be a remote 
control unit for RC cars. You’ll notice that 
still elsewhere in the Slick 50 there are ref¬ 
erences to Wireless gaming—and we’ll start 
to see this as game companies tap into the 
advantages of online “gaming on demand” 
through handheld devices. 

What’s most incredible is yet to come 
though. When Game Boy Advance finally 
shows itself we’ll see the handheld prove 
itself still further as it doubles as both con¬ 
troller and butch-VMU for Nintendo’s 
Dolphin system. 

remained still for 10 years. But it’s about to 
take a huge leap forward. 



Race,” Shigeru Miyamoto told us, “we real¬ 
ized that the N64 was not powerful enough 
for that kind of game.” The Dolphin project 
(still the work-in-progress title, not the final 
name of the system) is clearly Nintendo's 
answer to Miyamoto’s development dreams. 

With strategic alliances forged with numer¬ 
ous technology powerhouses—Silicon 
Graphics, S3, ArtX, IBM, Matsushita (and 
smaller guys like Factor 5)—it’s clear that 

on taking the challenges from Sony, Sega 
and Microsoft head-on. 

“Dolphin may follow the same concept as 
N64,” Miyamoto continues, “which was 
originally called Project Reality. It will have 
much more functionality with advanced 

Here’s something long overlooked in con¬ 
sole gaming—but something that is slowly 
becoming more and more fashionable. 
We’ve had deathmatch and head-to-head 

starting to appreciate the joys of playing co- 

A concept that’s been evident in PC gam¬ 

ing has as yet only appeared in a few good 

able recent examples was the N64 version 
of Rainbow Six, in which two of you can 
work together and cover each other’s backs 
to get through each mission. The sense of 
teamwork it inspires is unsurpassed, and it 
brings a whole new level of enjoyment to 
the multiplayer experience. Expect to see a 
lot more of this—both in games where you 
sit together and play, and later in the year 

technologies, like Al. It is becoming much 
easier for us to install actual Al into the 

have a much more powerful CPU, which 

Rather than the calculation ability, it’s the 
ability to simulate something real.” 

We don’t know exactly when Dolphin will 
hit the U.S., but you can bet the big N has 
huge plans for it. Can Nintendo return to the 
top? This system might take them there. 







Treasure AT&T 

Despite being a small developer, Treasure 
has continued to put out quality titles on all 
systems. With roots firmly planted in the 
golden days of Konami, Treasure is often 
heralded as a hardcore gamer’s company. 
Their games are quirky, but always accessi¬ 
ble. Titles like Rakugaki Showtime and 
Silhouette Mirage show off the eccentrici¬ 
ties of Treasure’s design, while others like 
Bangaio and Radiant Silvergun present 
straightforward, but ultimately timeless 

AT&T has more than proven themselves 

It doesn’t end there, though. You’ll be hear¬ 
ing more and more about AT&T’s activities 
as the results of their acquisitions of cable 
companies such as MediaOne become more 
and more apparent. If anyone’s going to 
bring broad-bandwidth Internet and high¬ 
speed online gaming to the masses, it’s 
going to be AT&T. 

What do new PCs, Microsoft’s X-Box, iMac 
DV, PS2, Dolphin and center of most peo¬ 
ple’s home entertainment system have in 
common? DVD...or Digital Versatile Disc 
(not Digital Video Disc as many think). 
It looks like a CD, feels like a CD, but is 

amount of data than the CD-ROM. It’s been 
creeping into the mainstream for the past 
year now, but once the new systems are 

choice. Kiss cartridges goodbye forever. 

It’s pretty safe to say that pretty much 
everyone seriously doubted the impact 
music games like Beatmania would have on 
the game industry. And now that they’ve 
proven themselves a success, we can 
expect to see a lot of products capitalizing 
on playing music, tapping rhythms, dancing 

there’s one way to get more people interest¬ 
ed in video games, it’s to communicate to 
them in a language they understand. What 



In last year’s Slick 50, w< 
Namco’s development for the Dreamcast. 

on that system, all thoughts turn to their 
devotion to Sony’s PlayStation2. As history 

another powerhouse combo between Namco 
and Sony; the bottom line for the PS2 is that 
Shin Ridge Racer and Tekken Tag are going to 
be the ultimate consumer aphrodisiacs. 

Katsuhiro Harada, the ma 

Tekken Tag movement, has a reputation as 
the best Heihachi player in Japan—he’s 

Harada. His systems design in Tekken 3 has 
aroused legions of loyal fans who swear by 

TTT, we think the generational leap in graph- 

worth the price tag. We’re going to set our¬ 
selves up for the next year’s Slick 50 feature, 
and say how we’re salivating at the thought 
of Namco’s future PS2 developments. 

Get ready for a mini-revolution in game 
visuals. We’re about to see games jump to a 
hybrid of hand-drawn artwork and 3D, poly¬ 
gon-based imagery. You’ve seen how cool 
some of the scenes in Matt Groening’s 
Futurama look—the way the spaceships 
zoom off and fly into the distance with an 
eerily realistic look? Now imagine that same 
unique style in a video game. Trust us: It’ll 
catch your attention when you see it. 

We’re already starting to see the way 

looking Jet Set Radio being one of the first 
to display a “new” look for a video game 
(Space Channel 5 has its own style, too). 
At first it seems just music-based rhythm 
games will be the first to get the makeover, 

follow suit over the next year. 

Bizarre Creations has been beavering 
away on Metropolis Street Racer for some 
considerable time now. Originally unveiled 
at E3 last year, it’s been slipping further and 

wait though? You betcha. With real-world 
environments built from topographical and 
digitally captured data from the real cities, 
and a wide variety of accurately modeled 
real cars, the game looks absolutely stun¬ 
ning. Some of the models have to be seen 
to be believed; the Honda S2000 looks 

Could MSR be the Dreamcast’s Gran 
Turismo? Maybe. It certainly looks like it’s 
going to be the definitive sports car racing 
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Pokemon 
Gold & Silver 

It’s not often that a Game Boy game is 
so big that it makes the cover of Electronic 
Gaming Monthly, but Pokemon is such a 
huge phenomenon that it more than 
deserved the attention. 

Now responsible for more than $5 billion 
in revenue, the franchise just seems to keep 
growing and growing. If nothing else, 

franchises just like any other entertainment 
form. In the run up to Christmas, there’s a 

Hammerhead 

Back in Quake’s heyday, developers 
scoffed at the idea of porting id’s hellspawn 
to the PlayStation. Funny thing, though: No 
one told U.K.-based Hammerhead Studios 

n’t be ported. Their flawless version of 
Quake II for Activision is packed with all the 
eye candy of the PC original, and it even 
runs four-player split screen at 30 frames 
per second. “We made the PlayStation do 
things that the PlayStation is best at, not 
what the PC is best at,” Hammerhead co¬ 
owner and programmer Chris Stanforth said 
when we asked how they did it. Originally 

Hammerhead worked on 16-Bit titles and 
ShadowMaster for the PlayStation. They’re 
one developer that can squeeze everything 
they need out of a console, and we’re eager 
to see their next project: an action game 

movie and yet more merchandise set to hit 
store shelves—as well as the long-awaited 
Yellow version. The real big hit will be in early 
2000, though, when Nintendo finally unleash- 

duce more than 100 new Pokemon onto the 
public and yet more merchandising and mar¬ 
keting opportunities to fuel the business. 

Anyone who thought the bubble was going 
to burst sooner rather than later was most 
definitely wrong. 

Mario 
Adventure 

Mario is still the king of video game fran¬ 
chises, but he’s not set to reappear in his 
next blockbuster for quite some time. The 
sequel to the groundbreaking Mario 64 isn’t 
set to appear until the launch of Nintendo’s 

lot worse than check out Mario Adventure— 

Square-developed Super Mario RPG that 

and flat, sprite-based character art (similar 
in style to Sony’s PaRappa and Umjammer 
art) the game is certainly unique in style. 
Hardcore gamers will lament the lack of 
Square’s involvement this time and cast 

seems assured regardless of quality. Mario 
still has the magic. 

Electronic Gaming Monthly - - www.videogames.com 



Realism 

As gaming technology gets more and 
more advanced, we’re seeing some incredi- 

realism. Want examples? Look at anything 

games like Medal of Honor and Rainbow Six 
to the spectacular attention to detail in the 

ket. Sega Sports alone has raised the bar, 
and as the year progresses we will see fur¬ 
ther examples of the line between reality 
and interactive entertainment blurring. 

Team Calibur 

Did you really think Soul Calibur was going 
to escape our Slick 50 this year? Not only is 
it without a doubt the best game on the 
Dreamcast, it’s also our favorite fighting 
game of all time. If you could credit one 
individual for the shining example of how 
a Dreamcast game should look and play, it’s 
Ko Onda-the man who held Team Calibur 

and his crew worked relentless hours, some- 

ucts have captured the necessary spirit as 
well as Wizard of the Coast’s card game, it 

sion still further and as a way of introducing 

Gathering. No one ever thought it was 
going to be this popular. 

Namco has since given us word that the pro¬ 
ject has been scrapped. The unofficial line is 
that Mr. Onda and his team are instead work¬ 
ing on a proper sequel that will see the light 
of day on PlayStation2. What a shame we 
won’t see it on Dreamcast. Early reports indi¬ 
cate that Soul Calibur 2 will focus even more 
on differentiating styles between the various 

more unique. EGM salutes Ko Onda and Team 
Calibur. You guys are unbeatable. 

Developed by Sega’s Phantasy Star team, 
this game is eligible for the Slick 50 simply 
because of that fact alone. But when you 
look into things further, it's clear that 
Eternal Arcadia is something of a special 
case in the world of RPGs. The Dreamcast 
lineup in this department may be a bit weak 
so far (Evolution and Time Stalkers are both 
a bit disappointing) but Sega’s Software 
R&D Dept. #7 (snappy name for a team, 
eh?) is determined to make Arcadia a gen¬ 
uine step forward for the genre. 

in the sky and flying ships, the game is, of 
course, entirely rendered in 3D. The over¬ 
world is a vast 3D environment which play- 

true 3D environment and very much part of 
the game—players will be able to move 
their ships around and even engage in huge 
flying battles. 

though will be the adventuring aspect, 
which revolves around the exploits of Vyse. 

against the Black Pirates as he continues 
with his quest. 

There are still very few details on game- 
play specifics, but it’s already clear that if 
anything is Sega’s Zelda, this is it. 



Dreamcast 
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Video-game sound editors, listen up: If 

Dreamworks’ Medal of Honor, take your 

recordings I did when we went out with 
Captain Dale Dye for boot camp training in 
the middle of the desert, in 114-degree 
heat,” Erik Kraber, the game’s audio direc¬ 
tor, told us. “We’re out there with my micro¬ 
phones and DAT recorder melting, trying to 

different sorts of hand weapons and rifles 

injured in the making of this game—even 
though Kraber placed mikes near targets to 
capture the whiz of speeding bullets. But if 
all the desert warfare seems like an uncon- 

Kraber is an unconventional sound designer. 

worked a brief stint at Skywalker Sound and 
on effects for Seven, Species and other 
flicks. And while sound design for games is 
still kinda new to Kraber (he’s worked on 
about five games so far), his film back¬ 
ground gives him an edge. Medal of Honor’s 
180 minutes of incredible background 
effects are proof enough of that. 
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Controller- 
Specific Games 

As the technology that goes into actually 
making the games improves, it’s cool to see 
more interesting ways of actually control¬ 
ling them. On one hand we have games that 
use the Dual Shock especially well-like the 
under-appreciated Ape Escape—while on 
the other we have things like the fishing 
controllers, wheels and light guns. Good 
control makes the immersive experience 
more convincing. And that’s a good thing. 



Gamel Bio ware 1 
Customization 1 -1 Dreamcast Darlings 1 J 

The future of gaming is fully customiz¬ 
able. No developer worth its salt would 
dare put out a wrestling game without a 
create-a-wrestler mode featured prominent¬ 

ly offering more and more options to make 
your playing experience unique. Rare is set 
to really push the boundaries with Perfect 
Dark next year when they let you build mul¬ 
tiplayer personas using images captured 
with the Game Boy Camera. 

ly juicy stuff when the DC camera is 

and more create-a-player features and other 

out of your games. 

Currently one of the jewels in Interplay’s 
development crown, Bioware has been 
making something of a name for them¬ 
selves over the past couple of years. 

After impressing everyone with the quali¬ 
ty of its AD81D RPG Baldurs Gate, the team 
then impressed everyone even further by 
provoking spectacular sales figures for a PC 

considerable talents to the PC-like develop¬ 
ment environment of the Dreamcast. It is 
already committed to being one of the first 
teams developing an online game for the 
system (a consolized version of Baldurs 

do with an action game. Having taken the 

should get to see the design savvy, graphi¬ 
cal expertise and bizarre sense of humor of 
the team when the game is released at the 
end of 1999. This is a gang to watch. 

While working on Virtua Fighter, Yu 
Suzuki sought help from an Aikido master. 
Metal Gear Solid creator Hideo Kojima took 
his staff on field trips to military bases. But 
lately it seems expert consultation has 
become an increasingly important step in 

had major input in Activision’s Tony Hawk 

best skateboarding game ever. But for 
the most extreme example, look at 
Dreamworks, which hired retired Marine 
Captain Dale Dye—the entertainment 
industry’s top military know-it-all—to make 
Medal of Honor’s combat feel real. Dye 
dragged the team into the desert and sub¬ 
jected them to boot-camp conditions (two 
staffers nearly passed out from heat 
stroke). Considering how well Medal of 
Honor turned out, we reckon the risk to 

but you soon will. The company (a sub¬ 
sidiary of Japanese conglomerate Recruit), 
has teamed up with Nintendo before. Two 
of their latest and most popular titles are 
Derby Stallion 64 (the N64 version of the 
ultra-popular Japanese horse racing fran¬ 
chise) and Pikachu Genki Dechu (a virtual 
pet game for the N64 where you talk to 
Pikachu through a microphone peripheral). 

Robo for the N64. As a second-party game 
developer for Nintendo, they’re one of the 
up-and-coming names. 

While we won’t see 64DD games in the 
U.S. you can bet that their influence will 
have repercussions throughout the indus- 

able games to the extremes with the exist¬ 
ing technology. 

Visual 
Concepts 

They’re the guys behind NBA Action ’98 

Genesis, One for the PlayStation and many 

systems, the PC—even the Apple IIGS. VC 
has been around for a while, but chances 
are you didn’t know their name until you 
played NFL2K. 

Bought by Sega last year, Visual Concepts 
has become the company’s most important 
stateside developer. Its current blockbuster- 
in-waiting, NBA 2K, is due any day and 
looks to replicate NFL 2K’s tight gameplay 
and attention to detail. But it’s the stuff 
that’s coming next year that has us really 
excited. Take Floigan Brothers, which 
promises a novel two-character system that 
we don’t understand yet. We just hear it’s 
way cool. “The idea behind Floigan 
Brothers is that it looks exactly like the best 
cartoon you’ve ever seen,” said VC presi- 

attempted it on anything but this machine.” 
Visual Concepts is also looking into new 

types of multiplayer experiences. “Online 
is so infantile,” Thomas said. “People are 

As far as what that “more” might be. 
Thomas ain’t talking. We’ll just have to wait 
until next year to find out. 
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Pokemon. But Vivarium’s Seaman is differ¬ 
ent, and creator Yutaka Saito is credited 
with producing what can be considered the 
Dreamcast’s killer app in Japan. Saito, who 
also created the game Yoot’s Tower on the 
PC (later released by Sega’s PC label in the 
U.S.), originally developed Seaman on the 
PC but was persuaded by Sega to develop it 
for Dreamcast. 

The use of voice recognition brings play¬ 
ers closer to this on-screen pet, whose face 
is a mirror-image of Saito’s (who is also a 
friend of Shigeru Miyamoto, who’s still 
working on his own virtual-pet creation, 
Cabbage). The game successfully brought 
casual gamers into the Dreamcast fold in 
Japan, and there’s a good chance of that 
happening in the U.S. too. In fact, we’re bet¬ 
ting that the game’s U.S. release will make 
news in the mainstream press. 

Thankfully, Sega is planning to really get 
behind the project and is adamant that it 
won’t be changing the name of the product. 

some problems coming up with an advertis¬ 
ing slogan that doesn’t sound rude, gfc 
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DID YOU KNOW... 

WEB SITES 
AS COOL AS ICE 

Which of the these modern 
systems do you own? 

• www.hogwatch.org/resourcecenter/counter.html 

• www.hecklers.com/jarjartorture/jarjartorture.html 

• chrisrae.com/dictionary.html 

• deas.harvard.edu/~gstanley/research/vision/ 

recon_figure2.html 

• www.angelfire.com/va2/counters/ 

• mudhead.uottawa.ca/~pete/beard.html 

• web2.airmail.net/fritz/spframe.htm 

• clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/gokusdbzwarriors 

• www.sumodance.com 

• www.mama.com (CAUTION: fanatical) 

• members.tripod.com/Hirst_arts/ 

• www.snopes.com 

• 52 minute song by a ba 
ironically named Sleep 

• Sega GT game for DC 
• NFS: High Stakes for DC 
• Midnight Vultures by Beck 

• After-workout protein shakes 

• Buying cars on Ebay 
• Halloween costumes that 

chafe all night long 

• Beck's upcoming album being 
pushed back from early 
November to the 23rd of Nov. 

• The Austin Powers-esque voice 
on Tiger's Boogey Ball game 

• The Xena: Warrior Princess 

EGM1s Random 
Quote of the Month 

"Sometimes my urinel 
smells like sausage."I 

Anonymous EGM Staffer in refer * 
an amazingly foul smell in our office ba 







AMERICA S#1 GAME NEWS & TRICKS! 
Correctly Answer a Series of Video Game Questions & Win! 

CAME BOY ACTION 
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Review Archive 
EGM’s last 100 Reviews 
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CA$H for your old games and systems 
Use our Online Buyback System http://buyback.bresoftware.com 
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The Largest Selection. 

The Incredible Price... 

The Most Satisfaction You Will Get. 

www.gexpress.com 
www.gexpress. com 
www.gexpress.com 

Playstation Jaguar 
Nintendo 64 32X 
Dreamcast Sega CD 
Saturn Accessories 
Genesis Strategy Guides 
Super Nintendo Import Music 
Game Gear Turbo Graphix 16 
Game Boy Turbo Duo 
Virtual Boy Neo Geo 
Imports Neo Geo Pocket Color 
Domestic Lynx 
Toys Master System 
Figures Wonder Swan 
Posters 8 bit Nintendo 
Anime Hardware 
Keychains Pokemon 
3DO Dragonball Z 



PlayStation 

□ ($3.00) Video Game Contest 
□ ($3.00) Media Rig Contest 
□ ($3.00) Computer Contest 
□ ($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter them all (SAVE $4.00) 

WORD LIST and LETTER CODE chart 
PINCH.W PRESS.K BLAST.A WRECK.D 
BREAK.Z PUNCH.S SPRAY.C TURBO.V 
STOMP.T STAND.R PRESS.E DREAM....O 
CRUSH.I SCORE.H SLANT.L CHASE.P 

Puzzle Me, Inc. 

Mystery 

Grid 



Hie Essential Guide 
TO PLAYING YOUR BEST! 

I What is Expert Gamer? 

• l,OOOs of tricks 
and codes for all 
console systems! 

• High-detailed 
Maps reveal all 
secrets and items! 

* Playing Tips 
and Strategies 
from the experts! 

* Special Features 
on Controllers 
& Peripherals! 

tfVM.McVans.com 

Phone: 219-493-3722 

csH-TFINDth* 
ELUSIVE GAME? 

On 
Newsstands 
Everywhere! 

CALL SOMEONE 
WHO CAN HELP 





PuncoLand 
Superstore 

YOUR SOURCE FOR NEW & RETRO 

VIDEO GAMES, PC GAMES, MOVIES AND MORE! 

www.funcoland.com 

call toll free: 1-888-684-8969 

• new & pre-played videogames 

• decks & accessories 

• great prices!! 

•over 6,000 titles! 

• order online. . . 

•or call toll free. . . 

•get top $ online for games! 

Sega@Dreamcast €S8BSS> 40’. GAME BOY 



When they come to take 
your computer away, to stop 
you from hacking all the 
secret codes and strategies 
that run the gaming world, 
make sure you carry on like 
a crazed-blood-thirsty- 
maniac so that maybe you 
have a chance to disappear 
into China or something 
before they find out the 
computer 
didn’t have a damn thing to 
do with it. 
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Thank you! 

Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 
they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity. 
Please visit us www.refromags.com 

i profit is made from these scans, nor do we offer anything 
available from the Publishers themselves. 

filing releases from 
iem and do let us know. 


